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Umar bin Al Khattab was strict at home and outside 
the home. He was very strict with his daughter 
Hafsa telling her to behave with the Prophet saws 
or he will divorce you. Umar wanted Hafsa to be 
the wife of the Prophet saws as this was a great 
honour. 
 
There was the incident where the wives were 
arguing with the Prophet saws. The Prophet did not 
attend prayers so Umar (ra) went to the Prophet’s 
saws house. There he found all the wives around 
the Prophet saws. The atmosphere was very tense 

so Umar tried to joke to ease the tension. The Prophet saws told Umar (ra) his wives are asking for 
money. 
 
The sahabah all had different natures however Allah swt was pleased with them in their own way. 
The best thing about them all is that they are returning to Allah swt. It’s not about the mistakes it is 
about coming back to Allah swt.  
 
Nabi saws left his wives for one month as he was angry them. The Prophet saws did not want to see 
anyone and Umar bin Al Khattab found it very difficult to be apart from the Prophet SAWS. 
 
Last week we mentioned shaitan was scared of Umar bin Al Khattab. And we mentioned a dream 
that the Prophet saws had where he (saws) saw Umar bin Al Khattab was dragging his gown in 
Jannah. 
 
Another Hadith is where the Prophet saws dreamt about Umar (ra) knowledge. 
 
Hadith about Knowledge 
 
Narrated Ibn 'Umar: 
 
Allah's Apostle said, "While I was sleeping, I saw that a cup full of milk was brought to me and I drank 
my fill till I noticed (the milk) its wetness coming out of my nails. Then I gave the remaining milk to 
'Umar Ibn Al-Khattab"  
 
The companions of the Prophet asked, "What have you interpreted (about this dream)?" 
 
“O Allah's Apostle!" he replied, "(It is religious) knowledge." 
 
The Fitnah 
 
Onceي‘UmarيbinيAl-Khattabيsaid,يsaid,ي“WhoيamongstيyouيremembersيtheيstatementيofيAllah’sي
Apostleيregardingيtheيafflictions?”ي 
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Hudhaifaيreplied,ي“Iيrememberيwhatيheيsaidيexactly.”ي 
 
‘Umar said.ي“Tellي(us),يyouيareيreallyيaيdaringيman!”ي 
 
Hudhaifaيsaid,ي“Allah’sيApostleيsaid,ي‘Aيman’sيafflictionsي(i.e.يwrongيdeeds)يconcerningيhisيrelationيtoي
his family, his property and his neighbors are expiated by his prayers, giving in charity and enjoining 
whatيisيgoodيandيforbiddingيwhatيisيevil.'” 
 
Umarيsaid,ي“Iيdon’tيmeanيtheseيafflictions,يbutيtheيafflictionsيthatيwillيbeيheavingيupيandيdownيlikeي
wavesيofيtheيsea.”ي 
 
Hudhaifaيreplied,ي“Oيchiefيofيtheيbelievers!يYouيneedيnotيfearيthoseي(afflictions)يasيthere is a closed 
doorيbetweenيyouيandيthem.”ي 
 
‘Umarيasked,ي“Willيthatيdoorيbeيopenedيorيbroken?”يHudhaifaيreplied,ي“No,يitيwillيbeيbroken.”ي 
 
‘Umarيsaid,ي“Thenيitيisيveryيlikelyيthatيtheيdoorيwillيnotيbeيclosedيagain.” 
 
The door being broken meant that Umar would not be in the fitnah until he died. Allah swt 
protected Umar from the fitnah until he died. 
 
Hadith: The Prophet saws said “Fitnah comes to the heart whether the heart will observe it or 
whether the heart will reject it.” 
 
The more you reject the fitnah the more your heart will be clean, and any fitnah that does come will 
not sink into the heart. 
 
Adheres to the religion 
 
Anas bin Malik reported that the Messenger of Allah (saw) said: "The most merciful of my Ummah 
towards my Ummah is Abu Bakr; the one who adheres most sternly to the religion of Allah is Umar; 
the most sincere of them in shyness and modesty is Uthman; the best judge is Ali bin Abu Talib; the 
best in reciting the Book of Allah is Ubayy bin Kab; the most knowledgeable of what is lawful and 
what is unlawful is Muadh bin Jabal; and the most knowledgeable of the rules of inheritance (Faraid) 
is Zaid bin Thabit. And every nation has a trustworthy guardian, and the trustworthy guardian of this 
Ummah is Abu Ubaidah bin Jarrah." (Sahih) Hadith no. 154 
 
Imam Ahmad (17405), at-Tirmidhi (3686) and al-Haakimي(4495)يnarratedيviaيMishrahيibnيHaaي‘aan,ي
fromي‘Uqbahيibnي‘Aamirي(mayيAllahيbeيpleasedيwithيhim)يwhoيsaid:ي 
 
IيheardيtheيMessengerيofيAllahي(blessingsيandيpeaceيofيAllahيbeيuponيhim)يsay:ي“Ifيthereيwere to be a 
Prophetيafterيme,يitيwouldيbeي‘Umarيibnيal-Khattaab.” 
 
When Allah swt sends Messengers, one is gentle, then the next one is very strong. After Abu Bakr 
(ra) Umar (ra) was a safeguard for the Ummah. Umar (ra) closed all the doors of fitnah and bidah. 
After Umar (ra) the fitnah and bidah comes. Even the deviated sects came after Umar (ra). So Umar 
was really a door to the fitnah, a closed door. After his death the snakes and worms (bad people) 
crawled out. 
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Once after the death of Umar (ra) the people went to Abu Masud and they remembered Umar (ra) 
and started to cry: “Umar ibn Al Khattab was protecting Islam, when the people came into Islam they 
stayed in Islam. When the door was broken they came out of Islam.” 
 
Love of The Prophet (saws) 
 
Abdullah ibn Hisham reported: We were with the Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings be upon 
him, and he was holding the hand of Umar ibn Al-Khattab.  
 
Umarيsaidيtoيhim,ي“OيMessengerيofيAllah,يyouيareيmoreيbelovedيtoيmeيthanيeverythingيbutيmyself.”ي 
 
TheيProphetيsaid,ي“No,يbyيtheيoneيinيwhoseيhandيisيmyيsoul,يuntilيIيamيmoreيbelovedيtoيyouيthanي
yourself.”ي 
 
Umarيsaid,ي“Indeed,يIيswearيbyيAllahيthatيyouيareيmoreيbelovedيtoيmeيnowيthanيmyself.”ي 
 
TheيProphetيsaid,ي“Nowيyouيareيright,يOيUmar.” 
 
Source: Ṣaḥīḥ al-Bukhārī 6257 
 
Their relationship is so clear, no cheating etc.  
 
(No sound in the last 7mins of class) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


